
CLIMBERS' PLAYGRO NDS-EUROPE

The rock i smoother and more monolithic than at Saus oi , but the holds,
though less frequent, are more definite. The climbing of very airy slabs is
particularly plea ant. But there are also many chimneys and clefts, such a the
famou 'Fissure de Surgy', a local peciality which ha defeated ome of the great
name of climbing. But be as ured-at urgy the belaying is excellent and all the
pitons are firmly fixed in place.

The cliff, 35m high, is divided up in place b ravines into promontories and
towers; thu the deed of different roped panies lend them elve to specta ular
photography from a wide variety ofviewpoints.

Away from the big route, ome small tower and a mall crag have been
equipped for the instruction of novice. They provide a wide range of climb from
10 to 25m.

Details of the 0 route of thi cliff are given in the guidebook Escalades aSUTgy
by Gilbert Pellc and Guy Richard (CAF Sections Orlcanais and ivernais).

The climbing scene abroad. 1

Free climbing - some ideas for a more
rigorous conception 1

Jean-Claude Droyer
(Tran lation: H. Pursey)

A que lion ofdefinition

It is common to see climbers on our rock faces using a rope anchored to a piton
and karabiner for re ting or for reaching a foothold on route which are regarded,
and 0 li ted in the guidebook, as for 'free climbing'. For some thi ha become
habitual, no longer even questioned, and their progress on these 'free' routes is a
series of more or less rapid movements, interrupted by period anchored to a
piton, which ha thus become a kind oflifebuoy.

ow, one should understand that this cannot really be considered as 'free
climbing', as examination of the following definition clearly shows: 'the free climb
is that in which the climber use for his progress only the natural roughness of the
rock'. It follows that artificial aids such as pitons, wedges, rope slings and the like
must be used only as safety precautions.

The 'point of aid' It is therefore necessary to introduce a concept, the imponance
of which has not yet been fully grasped by Continental climbers-that of the 'point
of aid'; thi is any element (essentially artificial) connected to the rock and u ed for
progress or resting. Examples: a karabiner as a hold, a finger (or footl on a piton,
the tension of the rope on a traverse are 'points of aid'. A climb where uch artifices

I The original text appeared in PariJ-Chamonix 'La MOnlagne', May 1977. It deals with the
ethics of the provision of pennanent points of aid on routes on the major French out
crops.
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FREE CLIMBING

are employed is not a straight 'free climb', but a free climb with a given number of
'points of aid', and if one gets half a score within a rope length, then I am inclined
to consider the climb as simply artificial.

11 A confusion of terms

Some may regard this exposition as a little extreme, but it is easy to understand the
confusion caused by erroneous or imprecise interpretations of the concept of a
'free climb'.

A Firstly, it must be said that the majority of guide-books, those bibles of our
climbing sites, help to maintain this confusion.

a) Systematically, the direct use of pitons is taken into account in determining
the standards of routes, not only as to the number of pitons-as safety anchorages
they do certainly have psychological value-but equally as 'points of aid', for
gripping or resting, or both. This is particularly the case in the guide-books to
Saussois, Surgy and the recent one to Saffres also. On the other hand, in a guide
book such as that to Buoux (and others relating to cliffs where the routes and the
equipment already in place are less commonly listed, as for instance the Calanques)
it is understood that certain routes possible as free climbs can be climbed very
rapidly at V+/AI; also, if one utilizes all the pegs on certain routes, one can hardly
escape from the use of too many karabiners (it being understood that in some
situations for reasons of safety the number of pegs is inversely proportional to their
individual effectiveness).

b) As a corollary, let us say a few words on that rather odd term found in these
same guide-books: ASE (Artificielle sans etrierl. Certainly, in the minds of the
authors, this means: artificial between 2 pitons (obviously!) without free
movement. In fact the term is used euphemistically, since most pitons are used in
ASE. For instance, at Saffres, on the Rateau, the steps between the pegs are counted
as IVsup, not a hint of~ASE, although a firm support rope is needed (at least lor
IVsup). The term, therefore, means very little, and it is amusing to note that certain
routes counted as 'free' require rope support for their achievement (for example at
the start of a pitch), while a number of ASE pitches can, paradoxically, be climbed
'free', sometimes without encountering any difficulties greater than on the
remainder of the route. An example is the roof of the Arbre Route at Saffres.

B The absence of a rigorous definition of a 'free climb', together with the
imprecise principles used in describing routes in the guide-books (except perhaps
that for Surgy) shows itself in a poor system of determining standards, sometimes
verging on the absurd.

The case of the devaluation of standards is very revealing: the authors have
announced that it has become necessary owing to the creation of routes of very
great difficulty and they have finally produced a simple scheme related to the
difficulty of portions of the route which are determined by fixed anchorages (often
a fixed piton). The scheme has more or less eliminated the free climb since even
those routes where there are natural holds-in adequate abundance and
continuity-are seen as divided into sections, each of which is given a relatively low
rating for difficulty; low, firstly because the division removes the continuity of
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FREE CLIMBING

muscular effort, so diminishing the difficulty considerably, and then because each
section is compared with those of the most difficult route on the cliff, even though
this may be different in style, being pc;rhaps less suitable as a completely free climb.

The standard of the whole has suffered from the backlash of the devaluation of
each section. Consider, for instance, the Tricou at Saussois as an example of the
results which follow such a system: graded D in the guide-book, with a succession of
moves of Grade IV. Climb this properly, without resting, and see what you think of
this IV.

After reading the guide-book, the climber of average ability who feels he can
manage Grade IV is likely to find that he must resort to pitons to extricate himself;
nothing is more likely to keep him in ignorance of the nature of a true 'free climb'.
Inevitably, he will fail to discover the joy of undertaking a climb while conserving

his efforts so that he needs only to use the natural holds; the bad habit will quickly
become established. It is certainly a serious matter; it is a question of a system of
classification which assumes that natural routes will be equipped with artificial aids,
so that they may be climbed at a lower level of difficulty than in their natural state.
This principle has direct and all too evident consequences for the equipping of
certain routes.

The authors of guide-books must think about these problems, especially since
their words have a far ftom negligible influence on the mentality of climbers. And
since there are those who believe that education can reduce certain troublesome
aspects of behaviour, there is also here a responsibility for the officers of associa
tions and clubs, be they honorary or professional.

III A new approach to climbing

What can be done to re-establish the real meaning of 'free climbing'? The first
thing is to make folks aware of the existence of the problem, and this is the
objective of the present article. A critical examination of the way one achieves these
rock climbs allows a calmer and more detached appraIsal of one's amour propre! No
matter, since illusions are not the best foundation for progress.

Somehow one must learn to climb in quite different spirit; go back to climbs of
a standard (at least in the guide-book) below that to which one is accustomed, but
which can be climbed sufficiently easily to keep moving along the whole route
without dragging one's feet. This is to undergo a qualitative re-apprenticeship,
similar to when one decides to use wedges in place of pitons for safeguarding (but
less serious in this case, since the safety devices are already there).

From this altered mode of climbing new pleasures and satisfactions will result;
the discovery of a closer partnership with the face one is climbing, while at the same
time one finds fresh interest in routes already climbed; holds until now ignored
allow new movements which a systematic use of pitons had prevented one from
finding.

Physically the benefits are quickly felt: the effort needed to link up the rope
lengths develops muscular strength, particularly in the forearms from the work of
hand and fingers, and this strength becomes more and more the preponderant
factor in the new and more difficult free climbs, being undoubtedly more effective
than simple brute force, and tested especially in the very severe short pitches at
Fontainebleau.
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IV Successes past and future

[At this point the original lists a number of major routes in France, originally artificial,
which have recently been climbed free. Since some of these could only be completed after
exploratory studies of holds or moves, the author makes a plea for the introduction 01 a
7th degree-to indicate an adequate standard for a climber coming to them for the first
time. This, he says, is now necessary for an overall coherent grading system.)

Finally, let us say a few words about a subject which may lead to controversy,
but which should not be ignored. Some routes which are (more or less) 'artificial'
have been climbed free according to our definition of the term, and others will be
in the near future; this shows that they have been 'furnished', perhaps too
precipitately and without sufficient consideration. If such routes are nevertheless of
high degrees of difficulty (TD and ED) one could certainly envisage, in certain
cases, the removal of the equipment in place, which would bring these routes
nearer to their natural state. For the following adage seems to me to be true: if
pitons are not necessary for progression (and assuming that is what they have been
put there for) then there are often more pitons than necessary for safety.

It is true that for a natural sport, the natural state of the rock face would be
ideal. The ideal, yes, but for dreams ....

East Kulu 1977
Paul Bean

The orth of England Himalayan Expedition 1977 had for its objectives the first
ascent of Point 6187m and a new route on White Sail (Dharmsura) (6446m) by the
SW ridge. In the event, in addition to the above, a new route was also achieved on
Papsura (645Im). The party comprised Paul Bean (leader), Dawn Bean, Steve Barry,
Tara Chand, George Crawford-Smith, Barry Needle and Rowland Perriment.

Bad weather early on, bringing the snow-line down to a low level, meant
extended load carrying by an advance party of Paul Bean and Rowland Perriment.
By 19 May a base had been established on the E Tos glacier at 427 5m. After passing
a huge ice-fall they then set up Advance Base on 22 May at 4875m on the Papsura
glacier at the foot of the SW ridge ofWhite Sail.

The team split into 2 groups. On 25 May Paul Bean, Barry Needle and Tara
Chand bivouacked at the head of the Papsura glacier and next day, during 14
hours, climbed Point 6187m (later named Devachen). The route foHowed the S
couloir (50°) connecting with the W couloir (55°) and back on to the S ridge to the
summit at 11.15am. They regained Advance Base late that evening. Overall grade
AD~D.

Meanwhile the first attempt on the SW ridge of White Sail failed through illness.
A second attempt left on 27 May. Rowland Perriment and George Crawford-Smith
climbed an 800m snow couloir/ramp steepening to 55°, then followed the SW ridge
and bivouacked above a prominent serac bulge, which was later avoided on the left.
They reached the summit early next morning in thick cloud and then descended
back to Advance Base. Grade AD.
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